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EDITORS
NOTE
Close your eyes and think back to your
first day at Willow Springs Raceway.
What was your emotional state as you
encountered the infamous Turn 9 at top
speed? Was it trepidation?
Exhilaration? Or pure pucker? Well, I
experienced those same emotional
states and many more over the past
twelve months as a first-time, volunteer
editor of Velocity. But thanks to dozens
of generous, patient Porsche Owners
Club members, I survived and produced four issues in 2010. I hope you
read each byline crediting our POC volunteer journalists who provided their
engaging, exciting, personal accounts
of each event. Next to the words, you
definitely found our members’ beautiful
photographs along with professional
photographers’ work.
As I close issue 2010-4, I’d like to single out a few folks, without whom, producing this magazine would have been
impossible. (Not to mention that I’d
certainly be writing this message from
a padded cell in a maximum-security
mental hospital.) First off, I’d like to
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thank Cathy Robson who evolved into a
world-class track photographer (and
picture caption expert) this year. My
buddy John Armstrong’s supreme command of the English language and
sharp proofreading eye gave many of
our articles a truly professional feel. I’d
like to thank Laurie Taylor and Carolyn
Pappas, who both provided immense
editorial support. Mike Takaki and
Bruce Wells were the best bosses a
neophyte editor could hope for. Last,
but certainly not least, we all need to
thank Rob Pinedo for laying-out and
producing a glossy magazine that I hope
represented our club in the best possible light.

On the Cover:
MARK MITCHELL LEADS THE BSR INVASION
Cover Photo: by Virtual Access Photo

So, to every POC member, or future
POC member who will soon put their
Porsche on a race track with us, I thank
you for your reading time and wish you
a healthy, safe 2011 filled with intense,
adrenaline-pumping moments at the
redline that make the Porsche Owners
Club the best time on four wheels. (And
no, John, Carolyn and Laurie did not
proof this.)
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MIKE TAKAKI

Our Tribute to Le Mans race was a huge success
at Auto Club Speedway where we also paired up
with Porsche Cars North America for their
autocross promotion.
Our Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca weekend provided exciting racing, competitive time trialing
and very generous fundraising for the Juvenile
Diabetes Research Foundation.
The Performance Driving Series had well-attended clinics and lots of exciting driving at the
Streets of Willow, the Auto Club infield and
“Roval” course, and our Triple Crown event at
Willow Springs Raceway.
While I enjoyed driving at the different events
this year, it’s the POC people who keep me coming back. What an amazing group. From the
guys who introduced me to the finer points of
single malt scotch to the driver (to be named
soon) who won the coveted 2011 John Deere
award.
I saw so many acts of member-to-member support. A spare transmission was flown in to
Laguna where Jeff Erickson, Steve Alarcon, and
Steve Parker worked to install it and prevent Bob

Thacker from leaving the event early. Dan
Aspesi give Drew Waterhouse suspension parts
so Drew could race on Sunday against Dan to
settle who would take first place in their class.
More than once Don Kravig was banging and
wrenching on cars to keep drivers from going
home early. When my boy’s Boxster engine
acted up, Henry Hinck and Dylan Scott gave me
what they could to keep the car running. These
are just a few examples of members helping
members that I am aware of. I am sure there
are countless other similar acts of generosity
and support that took place this year. Bravo to
you all.
What a great club. Thank you everyone for making it fun and satisfying for me.
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STEP 2: TIRES

Before each event, there are some basics that you should understand and prepare for. A majority of our
members compete in Improved, Prepared and V Classes. All of these classes allow for the upgrade to
aftermarket and/or factory racing sway bars. Upgraded sway bars are a necessary tool to neutralize and
improve your chassis setup. The first order of business is to have your mechanic inspect your chassis for
any worn or compromised components. Now that we are assured that the chassis is in good to excellent
shape we start on basic steps of track setup.

STEP 1: ALIGNMENT AND CORNER BALANCE
Request your mechanic to have your car’s alignment and corner balance checked and adjusted
for track use. The corner balance is the distribution of the car weight by adjusting the torsion bars
or springs to have an equal cross weight. Your
car is put on digital scales and each corner is
measured. The objective is to have the cross
weight be the same (left front + right rear = right
front + left rear). This process is done with the
driver weight and about a half tank of gas. The
objective is to have the car exactly balanced with
the chassis perfectly level to the ground. Your
chassis should be measured from the factory pick
up points as described in the factory workshop
manual. For example, on a 1965-89 911 the
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front measurement is done from the 12mm bolt
at the auxiliary cross-member to level ground.
With the suspension level, the shocks will have
equal travel, and the suspension will maintain the
correct camber curve. About 80% of the time
the front fenders will not have the same measurement as the factory pick up points. Once the
chassis is level, the mechanic will measure the
fenders and document this measurement on the
specification sheet. This will allow you to check
your car from time to time to be sure that your
setup has not changed. The alignment specifications can be set for full track, aggressive street,
or street factory settings. It is important to note
that a car set up for full track use will be faster
and have less tire wear when you are at the
track.

To set your car up correctly you must start with a
good set of tires. Do not use a set of tires with
15+ heat cycles or a mismatched set of last years
castoffs. During your first session of the day, take
a few laps to warm up yourself and your car.
Once you have your rhythm, do a few good laps
and then come in to the pits and have your tire
pressures checked. Each tire manufacturer has a
recommended tire pressure, and you can ask
Lynn at Topless Performance for some hot tire
pressure advice.
The best way to figure out the proper tire air pressure is to use a tire pyrometer to measure the tire
temperature. It is recommended to exit the track
hot prior to the end of the session and quickly
measure and record the tire temperature from
three locations on the tire -- inside, middle, and
outside. Then add the inside + outside temperatures and divide that total by two. This final number should match the middle temperature you
have recorded from each tire. Here is an example: see chart...

The right side pressures are correct, and the left
side pressures are in need of some work. The left
front has too high a middle pressure and should
be lowered. The left rear has too low a middle
pressure and should be raised. The process will
take a few sessions, but the end result will be
faster lap times. Once you are finished adjusting
your pressures, give these numbers to your setup
mechanic. The numbers for the right side indicate
that the camber setting on the right front is in
some need additional negative camber. The right
rear shows that the temperature is too high when
compared to the front and the car may have an
oversteer (loose) condition.
When you begin your first day of a two-day event,
record the starting air pressures before you go out
to your first session. This will make it easier to
figure out your starting air pressure when you
return to this track the next day.
STEP 3: SWAY BAR ADJUSTMENTS
To assess how the car is handling, you should
pick out a corner like turn #2 at Willow Springs
Raceway (Big Track). The #2 turn is a mid-speed
right hand sweeper, and one can push the car
hard to feel what the car is doing. If the car’s
handling feels like it needs improvement here, you
certainly do not want to run 100% thru the high
speed right hand sweeper in turn #8. It is important to adjust your sway bars to make your car
neutral in turn #2 before you attempt to go 120
mph in turn #8. There are three basic terms for
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your car’s setup:
1) Oversteer (loose condition)
2) Understeer (push condition)
3) Neutral (ideal condition)
Your aftermarket and/or factory upgraded sway
bars can be adjusted to correct the oversteer or
understeer condition and get the car to neutral
setup. Most sway bars are designed in “U” shape
and have holes at the end of the bar or lever arms
with a sliding block. Both sway bar types usually
have a drop link that is attached to the sway bar.
The adjustment is made by moving the attached
drop link in relation to the pivot point of the sway
bar mounts. Moving the attached drop link forward to the pivot of the sway bar will stiffen the
setting. Moving the attached drop link away from
the pivot of the sway bar will soften the setting.
Before you move anything, record the current setting. When you have a sway bar with multiple
holes, you must remove and reinstall the link in a
different hole. If a sway bar has a sliding block,
you have to slide the block in a measured distance. When the car has an oversteer (loose condition), you’ll have to soften the rear sway bar or
stiffen the front one. When the car has an
understeer (push condition), you should
stiffen the rear sway bar or soften the
front one. I find it much easier to
adjust the rear sway bar, and this
usually can be done without
removing tires. These are
basic adjustments. In very

few circumstances you could run out of adjustment. This would require replacement of the
sway bar with a longer or shorter one to make
the car neutral. Don’t be afraid to tweak your tire
air pressure and sway bar adjustments. Once
you start making these adjustments your lap
times will drop.
Another tool you can use to drop your lap times
is the Assometer. Everyone has one, but most
don’t know how to use it. Some can’t even find
it! This is a topic for a future article… Stay
tuned.

2011
SCHEDULE
Jan. 22 - 55th Annual Awards Banquet
Old Ranch Country Club, Seal Beach
Jan. 29-30 - Streets of Willow
PDS Drivers Clinic #1 & PDS #1
Feb. 12-13 - Willow Springs Raceway
Cup Race #1 & 2, Time Trial #1 & 2
Feb. 26-27 - Streets of Willow
PDS #2 & 3
March 11-13 - Spring Mountain Raceway
Cup Race, #3 & 4, Time Trial #3 & 4, Racers Clinic #1
March 26-27 - Pomona Fairplex
PDS #4 & 5
April 30-May 1 - Willow Springs - Triple Crown Event
Cup Race #5 & 6, Time Trial #5 & 6, PDS exhibition
June 3-5 - Auto Club Speedway
Tribute To LeMans 4-Hour Enduro, Cup Race #7, Time Trial #7
June 18-19 - Streets of Willow
PDS #6 & 7
July 30-31 - Pomona Fairplex
PDS #8 & 9
August 26-28 - Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca
Cup Race #8 & 9, Time Trial #8 & 9
Sept. 10-11 - Streets of Willow
PDS Drivers Clinic #2 & PDS #10
Sept. 24-25 - Auto Club Speedway
Cup Race #10 & 11, Time Trial #10 & 11
Oct. 15-16 - Buttonwillow Raceway
2-hour Enduro, Cup Race #12 & 13, Time Trial #12 & 13
Oct. 22-23 - Auto Club Speedway Infield Road Course
PDS #11 & 12
Nov. 12-13 - Thunderhill Raceway
Enduro, Cup Race #14 & #15, Time Trial #14 & 15
Nov. 19-20 - Streets of Willow
PDS #13 & 14
Dec. 3-4 - Willow Springs Raceway
Cup Race #16 & 17, Time Trial #16 & 17, Racers Clinic #2
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BRAKING LOOSE WITH THE
SILVER FOX
by Bill Fox

2005 Tribute To Le Mans, Auto Club Speedway

996 World Challenge

It all started on that first, chilly February morning
at Willow Springs three years ago. The cackle of
uncorked exhausts mixed with the smell of motor
oil as I admired the wide-bodied, high-winged
Teutonic thoroughbreds and felt my adrenalin level
climb. My first track event with the POC. At the
Saturday morning drivers meeting, I knew I was in
the right place.
BUT WHO WERE ALL THESE GUYS?
I sized them up. Some looked too old and out of
shape. Were they fast? Some looked disheveled
and rumpled-up, like they just fell out of bed.
Were they serious? Some were laughing, hugging, wearing pressed driver's suits, brimming
with confidence. Were they competitive? The
track went hot and I got my first set of answers.
They were all seriously fast and highly competi-
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tive. Clearly, not a group of books to be judged
by their covers.
A couple of months after that introductory Time
Trial, I found my first copy of Velocity magazine in
the mail pile. I started to match the names with
the faces. I looked at the lap times, race winners, class winners and wanted to know more
about each one. Who were these road warriors?
What makes them quick? What makes them
tick?
I set out over the last three years to meet many
of our POC members. And while I can go to the
drivers meeting now and say hi to many close
friends, I still don't know diddly about a majority
of my fellow competitors. This led me to my personal challenge: Why not fill in the blanks for
everyone?

2004 World Challenge - LagunaSeca

So here is the first of what I hope will be many
chats with different POC competitors. And after
reading this particular interview, there will be one
more club member you will want to get to know,
too -- Mark Anderson.
When and why did you get interested in tracking
your Porsche?
MA: In 1986 I stumbled upon a POC autocross at
Lion Country Safari. At the time I had no interest
in tracking my car but I was very deep into Kart
racing. I sat there watching all the cars go, and
someone in the club noticed me drooling and said
come give it a try. I said thanks but no thanks. I
was not prepared nor did I have a helmet. This
woman would not take no for an answer and got
me a loaner helmet and took my $20. I think

that’s what it cost back then for a single day
autocross. Boy was I hooked. At the time I had a
1980 928 with an automatic, but it was a blast. I
ran that car with the club for many years, competing with Galen Bieker in KS. In those days we all
drove our cars to the track. It wasn’t until years
later someone showed up with an open trailer and
a second set of wheels, and we all thought that
was so cool. Boy, have times changed.
Have you competed with any other track organization?
MA: I ran exclusively with POC for many years,
but back then they did not offer wheel-to-wheel,
so I joined SCCA. Shortly thereafter the POC
started doing wheel-to-wheel, and I was back
again. I have done some races with the PCA, but
the POC is my club. In 1997, I did the IMSA 24 at
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Daytona and that was definitely an experience.
Most of our driver lineup was POC members. In
1999, Robert Dalrymple talked me into doing a
World Challenge race with SCCA Pro and I did 20
races with them over the next few years. I had
some sponsorship help and went back East to do
most of the big tracks I had only dreamed about
doing, like Mid-Ohio, Lime Rock, Mosport, and
Road America. As fun as doing some pro racing
was, I still preferred the race weekends with my
POC friends. The battles I’ve had with Drew over
the years have been the closest racing I’ve ever
done and we never once touched each other. I
can’t say the same about pro racing. I felt like a
punching bag at times. Since then I’ve done
some races with Greg Franz, and I was the 2008
Cup Champion, which got me an invite to the
Porsche Motorsports party in Stuttgart. I will
never forget that trip. At 2:00 AM the party was

still going strong, and I asked the guy I had been
chatting with how he got invited to the party. He
then handed me his card – Dr. Wendel Wiedeking,
President and CEO of Porsche at the time. Boy
did I feel like an idiot.
What is your competitive background? What
motivates you to compete?
MA: Where do I begin? I think it started with my
first set of wheels. Skateboards, go-karts, bicycles. If it rolled, I raced it, just with friends. You
know that line… When did auto racing start?
When the second car was made. Even today
when I’m cycling and I get passed I have to kick it
up a notch. Just last week I was passed by this
woman and we took turns leading all the way to
the beach. I later found out she was a Cat One
racer (top tier cyclist). Anyway, I just don’t like
I 11 I

Mark Anderson's evening
with the President of Porsche

Photo by Jimmy Sykes
2006 World Challenge - Infineon

losing at anything.
Who else supports your racing passion?

Who do you think is the fastest driver in the POC,
regardless of car capability?

MA: My family has been very supportive over the
years. Before we had kids, my wife was at every
event. She even went into labor at Willow Springs
with our firstborn after I had blown up the engine
in my car. It was a long ride home in the front
seat of the AAA tow truck. This was long before I
had a trailer.

MA: Do you mean after me? Haha. That’s a difficult question because there are many pros like
Cort Wagner, Craig Stanton, Patrick Long, and Kris
Wilson that are POC members, or Bob Faieta, who
may not be a pro but is damn fast.
What do you find is the most challenging aspect
of going fast?

Who was your most memorable POC Instructor?
MA: My first and most memorable was Mike
Hammond. He had a big job ahead of him. I had
a bit of an attitude. Hard to believe, right? After
the traditional two days, he would not sign me off.
I was crushed. My second instructor did about
two laps with me driving and wanted out, never to
return again. The funny part is that person years
later sold me his 928 for parts and my employee
at the time Jim Bailey has been racing it ever
since.
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MA: I don’t think going fast is difficult but finding
that last second or two sure can be. I’ve always
been very comfortable with speed and being on
the edge. Even going off in turn 8 at Willow does
not get my heart rate going. It’s just part of the
track, just with less grip.
What do you do to get or stay in shape for racing?
MA: I like to cycle several times a week, but that
has only been for the past four years. Prior to

2000 World Challenge Las Vegas

that, I did nothing.
How has driving fast or racing changed or influenced your life?
MA: Well, I started selling parts I didn’t need and
that turned into a business I’ve had for over 20
years. To date I’ve dismantled over 1,000 928s
for parts and sold over 30 million dollars in new
and used parts. It’s also how I met my best friend
Joseph, and it has introduced me to many fascinating individuals.
Tell me about your current Porsche track car.
MA: Number one is a 1988 928 that I bought in
1995. It was a nearly perfect black on black
street car. I proceeded to take it down to the bare
chassis and start from scratch. There isn’t a nut,
washer or wire I didn’t personally install or consider how important it was to the function of the car.
As a result it weighs almost 1,000 lbs. less than a
stock 928.

MA: The 928 is amazingly stock, but the engine
has been bored and stroked to 6.5 liters. It still
uses the factory engine management. I have
widened the bodywork to accept 12” wide wheels
front and rear. The Cup Car is all stock.

Number two is a 2000 Factory Cup Car.
Learning to drive this car was a challenge. It’s
about as opposite to the 928 as you can get.
You had another car you competed in before.
Why did you change?

MA: The 928 is 2600 lbs. and 500 rwhp. The
Cup is about the same with about 350 rwhp
(never dynoed it).

Who does the work on your cars?
MA: I did have two other 928 race cars before
my current car. I built this last one because I was
tired of non-Porsche stuff not working or lasting. I
vowed to use factory parts whenever possible.
That’s also the reason I wanted a Cup Car. It is
truly amazing how dependable and trouble free
that car is.
Where or from whom did you get your current
race cars?
MA: My 928 belonged to an MMA fighter and my
Cup was Anders Hainer’s.
What modifications have you made, or are you
planning on making?
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MA: I do most of it, just not the
engine or trans rebuilds.
What was the inspiration for your
cars’ graphics and why did you
choose your car‘s number?
MA: I loved the factory RSR graphics
so I had one made like it, except is
says GTRS (the final 928s were
GTSs). My car number was not really
my choosing. The club just gave it to
me years ago.
What do your cars weigh and what is
their horsepower?

2 0 1 1
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BONANZA!
Photos by: Virtual Access Photo
by Guido Rietdyk

Andy Ritter

The three-hour drive to Buttonwillow from L.A.
gave me plenty of time to consider the challenging
fun this track provides -- high speeds, technical
sections, elevation changes, and some really cool
sweepers that, when set up right, make for the
perfect turn. The most intriguing aspect of the
weekend would be the Jekyll and Hyde element of
running the track counter-clockwise on Saturday
and clockwise on Sunday, which requires wicked
adjustments between days, and makes for some
very interesting discussions in the paddock about
which way is faster.
The Friday test day (counter-clockwise) turned out
to be a good time to catch up with friend and fellow GT3 racer Ken Agena (#636) for some ontrack sparring. In addition, Drew Waterhouse
worked with me to hone my driving skills and find
those faster race lines. Drew’s one fast guy and
one good coach.

Bob Ehrman

That night, we descended into the belly of
Bakersfield for some Mexican food and funny
green drinks -- WHOA! Those should be outlawed
for certain. Later, we checked into the very nice,
new, Holiday Inn and Suites, owned and operated
by POC member Joseph Fan and felt right at
home.

had a chance, but equally crazy not to try and find
out! The large track allowed larger numbers of
cars on the track, so we all got a ton of track practice time. Slowly but surely, times came down.
The spectacular Red Cup Race start had cars racing so tightly that it caused Behr Salehi to do some
impromptu weight reduction on his car going into
Turn 1 with some of his “closest” friends. After
some off-roading by John Gordon and others, all
cars managed to find the track again, and a fantastic race developed, with many close battles. I
witnessed the particularly exciting finish when Dan
Aspesi and Drew Waterhouse approached fast in
my rearview mirror on the last lap. While braking
hard for the second to last turn of the race, Aspesi
seemed to lock up his brakes. He overshot the
turn, allowing Drew to cleverly dive inside and gain
the lead for a very close victory. Both these guys
can drive! I won my class and got myself within
one win of the season Championship in R3. Too
cool!
Team Berserker qualified for the Enduro some-

where mid-pack. With our lofty 7:30 minute handicap to be served in the pit under the watchful eye
of a POC volunteer Pit Marshall (you guys are the
greatest), we knew there’d be more green drinks
than trophies in our future. Ken started for our
team and managed to not get run over by the field
of 14 other teams, including many talented POC
drivers like Steve Alarcon, Carl Tofflemire, Jim and
Regan Steedman, Craig Trask, Kip Waterhouse,
Marty Mehterian, and the ace of aces, Kevin
Roush.
The sun was going down when the #636 car
pulled into the hot pits, and I took my #246 yellow
rocket out onto the track, with the descending sun
attempting to poke a hole in my eyes. It's so
deceptive how the changing light messes with your
perceived turn-in points, your apex memory, and
your track-out. It feels like with each lap the track
gets altered ever so slightly. I can't imagine what
the 24-hour racers must go through, but
endurance racing is clearly more impressive to me
now that I've experienced a little sliver of it.

In the end, “Team Dead Pets Racing” of Paul
Young and Chuck Sharp bested the entire field to
take home the biggest trophy with a deserved win
in their 944 Spec and 911 IP cars. Second place
went to Jim Copp (running solo!), with 3rd place
going to “Team Alakaki” comprised of Steve
Alarcon and POC Prez Mike Takaki. Team
Berserker made it to a 9th place finish with a big
thank-you to Jeff Erickson of Aase Motors for
keeping my car running 100%, even during the
Enduro.
The dinner party at the Holiday Inn and Suites that
night was perfect, except for the sorely missed
hotel owner, Joseph Fan. The well-stocked bar
and buffet dinner were right on target. In true
POC spirit there was a good mix of hanging out
with old friends and making new ones. It’s clear
that the Porsche Owners Club is about more than
just driving fast -- it's about the folks who make
the whole experience worthwhile.

Saturday morning brought perfect crisp and clear
racing weather. Laurie Taylor and her crew made
sign-ups a breeze. Sister Catherine reminded us
about the correct track procedures and pertinent
flag meanings. Event Masters Mike Monsalve and
Bill Fox prepped us on the schedule and the
Enduro Race to be held later that day. Ken and I
signed up as “Team Berserker” for the Enduro,
knowing full well that we'd be crazy to think we

Buttonwillow Enduro winners L to R: Second
Place- Ironman Jim Copp of Team Bad Copp,
First Place - Charles Sharp & Paul Young of
Team Dead Pets Racing, Third Place - Mike
Takaki and Steve Alarcon of Team Alakaki
I 14 I
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Sunday morning at the track was all about putting
your car in 1st gear and your mind in reverse
because we were going the other way around.
Yeehaah! The fun of learning a whole new line is
great in and of itself, but knowing that you were
driving in the opposite direction the day before
makes it even more interesting. You see things
that you swore weren't there before and realize
sections can be done in a different way, faster
than you imagined before.
All this newfound knowledge was put to the test in
the Red Cup Race that afternoon. I surprised
myself by going no less than three seconds faster
clockwise than counter-clockwise. And my clockwise time was one second faster than my best
clockwise time last year. I felt ready to try to con-

quer the class and garner enough points for the series
win. The Red group start was another hairy one. I
found myself going deep into the first turn, only to realize I was going to get pinched hard by the faster car of
Bill Fox. I chose to back off a bit. Bill and I ran real
close for a couple of laps before I had to let him go. He
was driving far more consistently and I was managing a
lack of fuel. I employed a conservative racing strategy,
crossing the finish line well behind Bill, but still first in
my class. Dan Aspesi won the race, as unfortunately
Drew Waterhouse couldn't get his car running above
5000 RPM. He'll be back!
There was some very competitive action on the track
for the Orange/Green combined races and the Time
Trials over the weekend.

Kevin Favell

John Gordon

Guido Rietdyk
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BATTLING TO THE WIRE:

Performance Driving Series Finale
by Niraj Shekhar
Photos by Virtual Access Photo
“You’re doing what with your Porsche?” This is probably
the most common reaction I get when I tell people about
my upcoming weekend with the Porsche Owners Club.
I’m a bit immune to this line of questioning by now but it
wasn’t always this way. I still remember earlier this year
in March, nervously packing up my Cayman S for the first
time with only a helmet and not a clue as to what lay
ahead.
‘Putting my shiny, pretty, gleaming white Porsche on a
track? With other cars? At the same time?
Whatchutalkin’ ‘bout, Willis?’ These questions echoed
through my mind before the Performance Driving Series
event #3 and #4 at El Toro Great Park, the last time my
Cayman S would be just a street car.
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Fast-forward eight months to November, for the last two
PDS events at Auto Club Speedway. The first real chance
I’ve had to drive my freshly baked Cayman Spec after
months of work done to it. I’ve been waiting eagerly to
test it out and get reacquainted with the track sessions I
sorely missed. As the owner of the third Cayman Spec
car ever built, I was feeling the pressure not only to drive
well, but also responsibly.
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After days of heavy rain, Auto Club Speedway’s infield
track was finally drying on Saturday morning. Eight AM
rolled around and we all met in front of the registration
desk for our mandatory drivers meeting. The fundamental objective of the Performance Driving Series was reiterated -- the PDS is a safe and incredibly fun introduction
to the world of performance driving. An opportunity to
explore the limits of your car and enjoy your Porsche the
way Dr. Ferry intended.
Looking around, you could see the excitement on the
faces of all drivers as Mr. Trask stated that there would be
many track records set this weekend. The experienced
drivers carried on with the usual bit of smack talk while
the first-timers looked around wondering (just like I did
eight months ago) what lay ahead. Did they know about
the terrible side effect they’d be experiencing soon?
Their cheeks hurting from grinning ear-to-ear all day
long!

Greg Trigeiro
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All the rubber, marbles and dirt had been washed away
from the road course and the track was quite “green.”
The Red run group was sent out first to lay down some
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out his track-prepped 914 to finish off the season
and managed to beat out Kardell for the championship. Jackie Lu and Chris Andropoulos concluded
their tight battle in JI with Chris finishing the year
just four points ahead. By Sunday afternoon, Chet
Kolley had surged ahead of Michael Clark in LS.
Some of us newer drivers were lucky enough to
catch the Fun Race on Saturday afternoon. The POC
Cup Race licensed drivers were gridded from slowest
to fastest qualifying times. And if that set-up wasn’t
enough to get the racers’ pulse rates climbing,
Mother Nature provided a bit of rain for the start.
The intense action began as soon as the green flag
waved, with the immediate overtaking and passing
you’d expect in an inverted grid. First place overall
went to Cory Muscat (R5), followed by Jason
Wilberding (EX), Tawfik Benabdeljalil (R6), and Ken
Agena (R4). Other race class winners included: Eric
Oviatt (BSR), Leonard Schenkel (R7), Mike VanZandt
(GT3), Carolyn Pappas (R9) and
Gunter Enz (GT4).

Father Daughter Team Hannah Wells Coached by Bruce Wells

rubber, followed by the Orange group, then Blue,
White and Yellow.
What I love about the PDS events is that everyone
is divided into different groups based on experience and relative lap times. This allows the really

experienced, fast drivers to run together without
too many traffic issues and it also groups the
newer drivers together in a more spread out run
session with more space between cars.
This PDS weekend was a little different than usual,

as it was the season finale. Many close class
championship battles would be decided in the last
event of the season!
CI class leader Eric Kardell began the weekend just
one point ahead of Eric Oviatt. Eric, who had been
driving his Boxster Spec in recent events, brought

‘It wasn’t that scary. I’m not crazy for taking my
beautiful Porsche on a track. I have absolutely nothing else to talk about on Monday morning now. I
love it.’ Not only did I get a chance to reconnect
with great friends but I also had an incredible time
breaking in the new CSR. I’m looking forward to
moving up to Time Trials to build on these fundamental skills taught in the PDS. Until next year, friends…
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This story behind this Porsche Owners Club event
weekend begins two years earlier when I received a
phone call from Father-In Law Don with big news:
“I’m giving you my car.” The car in question was a
1970 Datsun 240Z. And while I was humbled and
grateful he was gifting me the guardianship over his
automotive pride and joy, I was also thinking, “I’m a
Porsche guy. What the heck am I going to do with a
Datsun?” At the ripe young age of 81, Don felt it
was time the car went to someone who would have
fun flattening the gas pedal to the floor. Something
he had done frequently, much to the chagrin of family members chasing him on the 101 through the
Santa Barbara area where he lived.

by Sandy Isaac
From the moment I collected the car in Santa
Barbara, fun is what I had. But I continued to feel
those consistent pangs of guilt. A Straight-6 in front
instead of a Flat-6 in back? A 4-speed traditional
“H” shift pattern instead of the “dogleg” 1st gear 5speed? Was I cheating on my 911E when I drove
the Z? Did I need professional psychiatric help to
guide me through these conflicted feelings? (Yes,
my wife had assured me, repeatedly.) And if I imagined myself to be Steve McQueen driving to Le Mans
in my 911E, who the heck was I driving a 240Z?
I was determined to find the answers to all these
questions at maximum speed. But to get the Z to it’s
redline in 4th gear exiting NASCAR Turn 2 in Fontana
would take a bit of strategizing. The POC GCRs
made it clear that the only cars outside the Porsche
family allowed in a POC Time Trial event must originate in Germany or Italy. I sent a friendly, humble
email to our Competition Director, requesting he
bend the rules to allow my Datsun to mingle among
the Porsches at the upcoming event in Fontana.
Days later, I was informed that not only would I be
allowed to run the Z, the Time Trial rule had been
changed to allow all makes and models of cars compete.
But this victory to get my car on the track led to even
greater stress as I loaded the Z on the trailer for the
trip to Fontana. After five years of running Porsches
in POC events (my 911E and a 914/3.2), how would
my Porsche peers view my move to “The Dark
Side?” Would I be welcomed at the event as possibly the only non-Porsche running on the track? Or
would I be viewed as some kind of Benedict Arnold?
I was sweating. Big time.

Darrin Rushin with the hammer down
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But from the moment I pulled into my infield parking spot at the speedway, it was all big smiles and
warm welcomes from my POC brothers and sisters
congratulating me on my latest vehicular acquisition. There were visits from members who shared
their happy tales of previous and current Z-ownership. It was all good. We did get along.
The only thing left for me to do was to flatten that
gas pedal. And boy did I ever. Competing in EX
Class, I had a most excellent time. Not just
because I was driving the Datsun. Because I was
spending time with my Porsche Owners Club family of friends.
But enough about me. Let’s get to the reason we
gather together, the reason this club exists, spelled
P-O-R-S-C-H-E.

The spectacular variety of Porsches on the track
for this POC weekend ranged from a super cool
SWB Irish Green 912 to the latest Porsche Cup
race cars. There were engines in back, in the middle, and in the front. Air-cooled went up against
water-cooled. 110 HP screamed through the hairpins while 600+ HP made the long front straight
seem not very long.
As always, there was highly competitive on-track
action. My personal favorite moment came on
Saturday, at the start of the Orange race, when the
leading cars went four-wide into NASCAR Turn
One. Cojones Grandes. (And no, that’s not a new
drink at Starbucks.)
Each and every race group proved itself an exhilarating, safe competition among the finest amateur
sports car drivers found anywhere.

Regan Steedman in a fierce green race battle

Mike Hammond

TTZ?!
Photo by Virtual Access Photo
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FEEL THE FEAR
by Terry Davis • Photos By Margie Takaki

I live a life of privilege. I have a successful acting
career. I have a wonderful, supportive, adoring
husband. I have raised two smart, beautiful
daughters. In the past few years, I have taken up
horseback riding, sailing and sharing a race car
with my husband who is passionate, competitive
and also, thank God, patient. So what’s the problem? My fear. But it wasn’t always that way…
Born in the projects in NYC, the third of five children, I learned at an early age to do things for
myself. By two, I was roller-skating. By four, I
stood on the top of the playground monkey bars
and exclaimed to my mother who was paralyzed
with disastrous expectations, “Look Ma, no
hands!” By five, I had taught myself to ride a
two-wheeler and curl my own hair. I was out on
my own, paying for college and my living expenses, by nineteen. My motto: “If you want it, go get
it.” And I did. An acting career, marriage, a family and a move out West were all exciting new
adventures. I was fearless!
But on January 17, 1994 at 4:31 AM, the
Northridge earthquake shook me to my very core.
Harrowing. It was terrifying, and in fact, life
threatening. The macrocosmic earthquake
became my microcosmic personal quake. I was
scared. Very scared. Forty years of successful
fear sublimation and denial crumbled like the
chimneys in our home. It became the painful
birthing of my healing. In order to recover from
that volcanic eruption of terror, I now had to allow
myself to “feel” it. Each new scary venture could
be measured on a seismic scale. Luckily for me,
hand in hand with that terror, was my need to
look it in the eye, challenge its reality and overcome it.
Years, and many therapy sessions later, I was
introduced to High-Performance Driving with the

Porsche Owners Club. Make no mistake, “HighPerformance Driving” is a white washed term for
“getting on a race track in a fast car with MEN
who are oozing testosterone and itching to prove
their prowess in their better, faster, racier cars!”
Breath holding scary!! And I did not take to it like
a ”fish to water” like my husband had anticipated.
I was terrified! My first time out on the Streets of
Willow I was a hyperventilating basket case! My
lack of intuitive driving talent coupled with poor
depth perception and limited ability to “visualize”
the track made for a tough beginning. My difficulty with “right” and “left” challenged my first
instructor, Jim Steedman, to call upon his inimitable and much admired calm. I am bound to
Jim forever, as he will always be… “my first.”
But I am sure that he rues the day when he confessed, before he drove with me, how he prefers
to instruct females. “They listen,” he said.
Believe me, I tried. His experience of my first
track day was topped by Craig Swetland’s experience with me on day two when we had to go
COUNTER clockwise! I was wild with confusion
and anxiety. My fear was overwhelming. Craig
was… well, speechless.

Yes, Mike Takaki, some POC members can pick
up minutes in their lap times and be damn proud
of it! Then there’s the big track at Willow, the
infield at Auto Club Speedway and the infamous
Buttonwillow! God! I do get around! And what I
lack in intuitive knowledge I make up for with
sheer, stubborn persistence! The payoff? I will
never forget the heart-pounding exhilaration and
the beauty and ease of my car dancing around
the track on my first “solo” run.
So, maybe it’s a female thing – expressing fears - but you know what? Fear is energy. When it is
combined with determination and courage it can
become an indomitable force that can give all
that track testosterone a run for the money. So,
boys, check your rear view mirrors. That pretty
Gulf-colored Boxster BSR #821 burning up the
track behind you is me! And I promise to blow
you a kiss as I get your point-by on the front
straight.
I love this! See you on the track.
Terry Davis
Boxster Babe #821

Driving is a piece of cake compared to my lessons
on horseback. The car offered the safety of a
womb compared to 1,000 lbs. of unpredictable
animal that could feel and react to my terror. We
won’t even touch my fear of sharks when I go
sailing. But I persist on all fronts. “Feel the fear
and do it anyway!” is my new motto. And I am
succeeding all the way around. It doesn’t mean I
don’t freak out anymore at a new challenge. At El
Toro I was inconsolable in my first six-minute lap!
“No! I have never done autocross! Where’s the
track?? It’s a bloody orange-cone blurrrrrrrr! This
is NOT a track! I HATE IT! I neeeeed an instructor!” Thank you, Don Matz! Over the next two
days, I picked up four minutes and 13 seconds!
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Vegas
by John Armstrong Photos by Virtual Access Photo

“Wheel of fortune” Weekend
Have to work late and then drive all night. Arrive
at the seedy casino hotel at 4 AM. Leave the
truck, trailer and 996 GT3 in the lot and pray
they’ll still be there in the morning. Pass the
chain-smoking zombies at the slots and check in
at reception. Get to the room and lie down. It’s a
three-day event, I tell myself. You don’t have to
get to the track right away. Sleep. Recuperate.
Get your head right. Walls paper thin. Revelers
in the hallway. Sleep impossible.
Nothing to do but get up at 7 AM and go to the
track. Haven’t been here before. The track complex is huge, without a soul in sight. I drive
around for a while and finally find the outside
road course. Head in a fog, I unload and prep.
Maybe things will get better on the track...once I
find the track entrance.
I start my session behind Jeremy Bernath in his
997 C4S. He hasn’t been here before, either. We
can take it slow, and it’s a good thing there will
be two yellow flag laps. Even so, pretty soon
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Jeremy’s out of sight, and I’m completely lost on
the track. How many turns are there supposed to
be? A hundred? Most very tight. Got to make a
super late apex in this left--oops, now here’s an
immediate right. Oh, but this buttonhook leads to
a long straight. How’s the curbing on this chicane? Forgiving--but whoah--there’s a building
right in front of me. I guess the chicane is to slow
you down a little before you hit it. I’m rusty, cautious, feeling like a complete novice. Keep it tight
here and set up for the next corner? No, stupid,
this is the one that leads to the fast straightaway.
Is this the fast straightaway? No, dummy, this is
that short straight followed by the right hand bender followed by the left that and…

Feeling a little better as I get on track for my second session. Guess I won’t pack it up and go
home. In fact...OK, now I like driving again. All
of a sudden, things have clicked into focus. I’m
beginning to understand the track. Not brain
dead after all. Huh, so there are only 15 turns.

WHHHOOOSSHHH!! What the hell is that?
Levey’s cup car passed me long ago. Wait, right
over my head--half a dozen fighter jets coming in
for a landing at Nellis Air Force Base! Just look at
that tight formation. No, pay attention to the driving! I can’t, my head is pounding. Why did I
come here this weekend? I hate this track. Plus

The more I got to know the track over the three
days, the better I liked it. Although it has no elevation changes, it’s a complex puzzle that
requires a lot of strategizing in order to maintain
momentum. And as usual, once I learned the
track, I looked back and asked myself why I had
thought it was so impossible initially. I love that

my Hoosiers are heat-cycled out.
I think I need to eat something. Didn’t have time
to stock the cooler, so I make a quick run to the
convenience store and pick up Frito Lay bean dip,
potato chips, cashews, and Red Bull. The nutritional disaster is chalked up as a racing incident.
I’ll atone tonight.

about racing. In a very pure way, you confront complicated
problems and figure them out--all by yourself. And the
results are objectively borne out by your times. Most of us
don’t get that many opportunities to do that in real life anymore, and especially not with adrenaline pumping.
Vegas and race car driving have one thing in common:
There’s a lot of gambling involved. And so it was fitting
that towards the end of Friday’s practice sessions we held
a Fun Race in which the winner was determined not by the
checkered flag, but by a game of chance immediately
afterwards. Every driver drew two cards from a deck. The
driver holding the highest hand won an immense trophy.
Tawfik Benabdeljalil drew the best pair and walked off with
the gigantic hardware. You have to wonder what he is
going to have engraved on the plaque.

Bruce Wells
Mike Monsalve & Tawfik Benabdeljalil Drag Race

And speaking of gambling, there seemed to be a lot more
than normal in the Cup Races this weekend. Saturday’s
race was eventful, to put it mildly. With all Cup Racing
groups—Red, Orange, and Green--running together in the
same race, Saturday’s grid had 35 cars. Qualifying on pole
was Drew Waterhouse in GT2 class. Alongside him, also in
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publications, receive discounts to all events and at many participating dealers.
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Vegas
GT2, was arch-rival Dan Aspesi. And breathing down both their
necks in third starting position was another GT2 driver, our house
pro Galen Bieker, who had stopped over on his way home from
the ALMS Petit LeMans race. Those three cars had a horse race
right from the start. While Drew held a narrow lead, Galen managed to slip past Dan when the three started lapping traffic at
around lap four. Soon after, a red mist descended over the race
course, and some drivers started pushing their Vegas luck. There
were exchanges of paint, cars went sideways, cars went off.
Galen decided to withdraw from the race after tapping Drew. A
yellow flag was thrown after one spinout. Somehow eight drivers,
including the race leaders, wound up DQd for passing under that
yellow. When it was all over, John Gordon emerged the overall
race winner, continuing his season-long victory streak in GT3
class. Second in GT3—and second overall in the race—was Bob
Ehrman. In R5, Mike Monsalve once again battled to victory while
taking third place overall in the race. Jim Steedman took a hardearned second in R5 and fifth place overall. Eric Olberz, winning
uncontested in R4, finished an impressive fourth overall. In other
hotly contested categories, the up-and-coming Gunter Enz pulled
out a victory over Jeffrey Schmidt by a second and a half in GT4,
and Craig Trask edged Bob Thacker by less than four seconds in
R6. In BSR, Mark Mitchell dominated, as he has all season long.
This time he managed it in a borrowed Boxster with a bad bearing. (He had sold his own car a few weeks earlier.) Mark commented that he really enjoyed having all the classes together in
one race—the better for practicing the racecraft of using traffic
as picks. Other class winners were Paul Young in R7, Walter Airth
(uncontested) in R8, and John Momeyer in R9. And Randy Beck,
the last man standing in GT2, won that class.
At the drivers meeting on Sunday, stern admonitions were delivered by Kip and Katie about paying attention to the flags and giving racing room. After Saturday’s reversals of fortune, everybody
knew that Sunday’s race would be another highly charged affair,
and our stewards wanted to make sure there would not be a
reappearance of the red mist.
On pole this time would be Dan Aspesi, trading places with Drew
Waterhouse. Galen had packed up and gone home, and the second row was taken by John Gordon and Randy Beck. The dogfight that ensued between Dan and Drew was the high point of
the weekend. From the first turn, lap after lap, Drew’s nose was
glued to Dan’s rear bumper. Things got really interesting once
they began lapping traffic. Around lap 11, Dan was briefly
blocked by a slower car, and Drew seized the opportunity to get
by him. For the next three laps Dan affixed his nose to Drew’s
rear bumper, ready to pounce on any mistake. But Drew was giving him no looks. As they approached the final right-left-right
combination before the final straight and checkered flag, they
closed in on a thicket of slower cars. Drew managed to thread
his way through them all before the last and tightest turn, while
Dan still had one more car to get by coming on to the final
straight. It appeared the race was over. But this is Vegas. And
gambling fever was in the air. Dan decided to roll the dice.
Accelerating hard, he tracked all the way left to the dirt to get
past the last car. It turned out to be a little too far left, and then
he started sliding back across the track in a cloud of dust.

Everybody waited for the sickening sound of gnashing
metal as blinded drivers came around behind him.
Mercifully, there was none. Dan had lost his bet but
saved the car. Drew, watching through his rear view
mirror as he passed the checkered flag, later had this
to say to Dan: “That was f.....g ballsy, man.”
Thus Drew took Sunday’s overall and GT2 wins while
Dan salvaged second. Third overall was John Gordon,
who again won GT3 handily. Bob Ehrman once more
took second in GT3. Mike Monsalve completed his
weekend sweep with a commanding victory in the
super competitive R5 class. Asked the secret to his
success driving in traffic, Mike replied: “During the
practice sessions, I don’t try for the perfect time trial
line. I drive offline a lot, in the marbles. So in a race, I
know what my car will do when the situation forces me
out there, and I’m comfortable.”
Mark Mitchell also won again in BSR, clinching the season championship early in that category. Other repeat
winners were Eric Olberz in R4 (uncontested), Paul
Young in R7, Walter Airth in R8 (uncontested), and John
Momeyer in R9S. In GT4 Ron Palmer, who had been
DQd in Saturday’s race, redeemed himself by nipping
Jeffrey Schmidt for the win. In R6, Tawfik Benabdeljalil
edged out Saturday’s winner Craig Trask in a very tight
race—less than five seconds separated first place from
fourth. (If I were Tawfik, I know what I would put on
that big trophy from the card game).
In Time Trials, Fastest Time of the Day honors went to
Drew Waterhouse (GT2) both Saturday (1:49.474) and
Sunday (1:49.619). Other drivers who won their classes both days were Donald Neville (GSR), Bill Fox (GT3
Track Record 1:57.768), Jeffrey Schmidt (GT4), Walter
Airth (HP), Paul Young (IP 2:06.000), Arnulf Graf (JS
Track Record 2:11.066), Tawfik Benabdeljalil (KI), Chris
Terp (KP Track Record 2:05.271), Jeremy Bernath (MP
Track Record 1:58.041), Eric Olberz (NI Track Record
1:59.179), John Armstrong (V2 Track Record
2:00.492), Craig Trask (V4 Track Record 2:00.080), and
Larry Linthicum (V5). Other weekend winners included
J.P. Clement (NP) and Joel LePoutre (BSR) on Saturday,
and Chris Chamberlain (NP Track Record 1:58.784) and
Bernie Bogard (BSR) on Sunday.
By Sunday afternoon, everybody had had more than
enough track time. Sessions throughout the three days
had been so long they were timing them with a sundial.
People packed up early with the Quixotic notion that
they could beat the 1-15 traffic home. As I pulled my
truck out of the paddock, there was one lone car on the
track--Arnulf Graf in his Boxster, getting ALL his
money’s worth. The course workers, who had been
standing in the desert sun for three days, just looked
resigned. Nothing you can do about a track junky.
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Eric Olberz

John Armstrong

Doug Turnquist

FUBAR Winner Bernie Bogard & Laurie Taylor
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